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Marian Beke, Vitezlav Cirok, Máté Horváth… these names should sound familiar for true 

fans of beverage specialties, as each of them achieved notable successes in the field of 

hospitality. What do they have in common? They all shared their success stories for the first 

time in Hungary at InterContinental Budapest which is a great honor for us – the last in the 

line was Máté Horváth, the sole Hungarian participant of the ASI’s Best Sommelier of the 

World competition, who shared his experiences with the journalists. 

 

„Professional organization, spiced up with some excitement, 235 delegated contestants and last but not 

least, 5900 bottles of wine poured into 14 000 glasses” – with these words, Máté Horváth kicked off his 

PR event about the Best World Sommelier World Championship held in Belgium, this March. Every 3 

years each country is allowed to select and delegate one sommelier, who has to cope with several intense 

tests – these challenges were created not only to test the practical but also the theoretical knowledge of 

the participants as well.  “The competition started with a written qualification where 60 minutes were given for 

60 questions - many participants drop out of the competition at this stage. The next step was a blind test, then we 

had to expertly serve and introduce a special beverage to 2 former world champions. It was anything but easy” – 

shared the sommelier of Mák Bisztró. Only 60 out of 200 participants were selected for the finals, where 



they had to face more challenges. According to Gábor Kovács, Head of the Hungarian Sommelier Club, 

“this competition raises the attention to the fact that the sommelier profession is not solely about wines, it demands 

the expertise of each type of beverage: one of the main challenges was the beer drawing, besides the liquor tasting. 

Although Máté was not amongst the finalists, we are extremely proud that the signature Hungarian apricot pálinka 

appeared during the last blind test.” Máté Horváth finished in the prestigious 30th place in the competition 

– “it’s a great honor, as he achieved this amazing result without any coaching. The young professional adores 

challenges and wishes to spread his knowledge with ambitious young talents: in the future, he would like to train 

the new generation to be able to compete on contests such as this.” Although we have to wait a bit for his own 

Master Class, InterContinental Budapest continues to host exciting events such as the Havana Club’s or 

the Chablis Winery’s were, where the brand managers shared both interesting facts about the drinks and 

also a drop or two of them. For those who don’t want to dive into the world of beverage specialties, but 

are looking for great quality drinks and atmosphere, the ideal choice is our Corso’s Live on the Terrace 

series, where they can savour the best our Bar has to offer next to groovy live music and a breath-taking 

panorama. 
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